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Government policies toward business can be categorized into three
types: minimal, maximal, and decentralized (Frye and Shleifer 1997). A
minimal policy regime, often referred to as the “invisible hand,” leaves
most economic decisions to private agents, reserving the provision of only
a few essential public goods to the state. In maximal, or “iron hand”
regimes, the state is actively involved in economic activity, typically
through the pursuit of industrial policies that direct resources toward sec-
tors deemed important by politicians. Bureaucrats in maximal regimes
may be corrupt, but corruption—deﬁned here as the sale of public assets
for private gain—is limited and does not impede economic growth (Mur-
phy, Shleifer, and Vishny 1993; Mauro 1995). In the decentralized, or
“grabbing hand,” regime, the state is made up of many independent bu-
reaucracies, each competing for rents, that together severely undermine
economic activity.
In the half century between President Washington’s inauguration and
that of Van Buren, many states experienced abrupt transitions from fairly
“iron handed” regimes to more “invisible” ones. Nowhere was this transi-
tion more apparent than in bank chartering policy, and nowhere was the
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I thank Pam Bodenhorn for valuable research assistance.transition more pronounced than in New York State, which witnessed a
shift from an iron-handed banking policy controlled by Van Buren’s pow-
erful Democratic Party machine in the early 1830s to a market-oriented
policy instituted in 1838.
In the early nineteenth-century United States, bank chartering was 
high-stakes politics. Because states tended to limit the number of corpo-
rate franchises, the available rents were potentially large and prospective
bankers spent freely in their eﬀorts to obtain one. Reform proposals
emerged throughout the antebellum era, but signiﬁcant reform did not
emerge until Michigan and New York took the lead in the late 1830s. These
states’ response became known as free banking. By 1860 some eighteen
states had enacted a variant of free banking, modeled on the 1838 New
York law. In this essay I describe the events leading up to the passage of
New York State’s 1838 free banking statute, showing how corrupt politics
and an iron-handed chartering regime gave way to free market reform and
a liberal general incorporation law. A restrictive franchise with a resulting
partisan distribution of political privilege in post-Revolutionary New York
led to electoral reform, culminating in a revised state constitution in 1821.
Once the political issues were resolved, public attention turned to the po-
litical manipulation of economic opportunities. The debate about the role
of government in the economy inﬂuenced the platforms of the three dom-
inant contemporary political parties. Ultimately, free banking represented
the conﬂuence of Anti-Masonic populism, Democratic pragmatism, and
pro-business American Whiggism.
Traditional explanations of why free banking appeared when it did fail
to adequately account for why the 1838 bill passed when earlier bills had
failed. The traditional interpretation, oﬀered by Redlich (1968) and B. Ham-
mond (1957), argues that free banking resulted from a combination of rad-
ical, laissez-faire, Jacksonian populism and an ill-informed, inﬂationist re-
sponse to the panic of 1837.1 Although New York’s Democratic machine
lost control of the party during the Jacksonian era, its strong egalitarian im-
pulse predated the Jacksonians by a decade or more. Indeed, Jacksonian
populism emerged as the party embraced much of the rhetoric and some of
the policies of the Anti-Masons, a party built on an opposition to privilege
and what New York governor William L. Marcy labeled political “spoils.”
Similarly, the inﬂationist explanation is lacking because calls for banking
reforms that had much in common with the 1838 act predated the panic of
1837 by at least a decade. The panic mattered because it opened the door to
the 1838 act, but not because it was an inﬂationist policy mistakenly be-
lieved to be a solution to panic-induced deﬂation. The panic mattered be-
cause it galvanized an electorate displeased with the corrupt practices of
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1. Hammond notes a growing frustration with the political corruption discussed below,
but he does not pursue the sources or depth of that frustration or its political and economic
ramiﬁcations.Van Buren’s Democratic party machine. A Whig majority took control of
the New York legislature in the autumn 1837 elections, and Whigs inter-
preted their newfound power and popularity as a mandate to eﬀect reforms,
including an overhaul of bank chartering policy. Thus, free banking did not
spontaneously emerge in the late 1830s in response to Jacksonian populism
and the panic of 1837. Rather, its passage was the consequence of a long
chain of events and an evolving popular notion of equality of economic op-
portunity that emerged in the late 1810s and ﬁnally found full expression in
the late 1830s. Using a narrative architecture, this article traces those events
and shows how a growing popular discontent with corrupt politics led to the
passage of New York’s 1838 free banking act.
7.2 Bank Chartering: A Legacy of Corruption in New York, 1803–37
This section ﬁrst discusses the general conditions under which New York
state issued corporate charters and then turns to a discussion of bank char-
tering in the two decades prior to the enactment of free banking. In the
early nineteenth century, corporate privileges were reserved for organiza-
tions, such as libraries, schools, churches, and bridge and turnpike compa-
nies, that served the common weal. By the second quarter of the century,
however, corporations that served principally their owners received char-
ters. Between about 1820 and 1838, Martin Van Buren’s political machine
manipulated the charter-granting process to serve its allies and advance its
political agenda.
7.2.1 Early Chartering Practices
Between 1790 and 1810 corporate privileges were reserved for a select
few organizations, mostly nonproﬁt associations. Religious congregations,
schools, academies and colleges, medical societies, libraries, and benevo-
lent societies received more corporate charters than any other type of as-
sociation (Evans 1948). As the number of such organizations increased, the
demand for acts of incorporation consumed a growing proportion of leg-
islative time and energy, and between 1784 and 1811 New York enacted a
number of general laws for the incorporation of nonproﬁt organizations.
The law allowing free incorporation of religious institutions is of particu-
lar note because it promised denominational equality and the advantages
of incorporation to all congregations free of government interference
(Seavoy 1982, p. 3). Laws granting free incorporation to educational and
benevolent institutions reﬂected the leveling and improving spirit of the
post-Revolutionary era. The principal advantage of incorporation for a
church, educational institution, or charity was that the institution could
receive bequests and legacies as well as holding and legally defending prop-
erty under joint title in the name of the (changeable) membership rather
than holding it in trust.
Incorporation also promised several advantages for business, and cor-
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p. 4). As with nonproﬁt institutions, incorporation protected the collective
ownership of real and personal property, encouraged the accumulation of
large pools of capital, limited investor risk in speculative enterprises, and
facilitated access to the courts. Post-Revolutionary New York reserved in-
corporation for new and large-scale businesses that did not compete with
existing proprietorships and partnerships. Incorporation also established a
supervisory role for the state. Turnpikes, canals, and bridges required spe-
cial powers, including eminent domain, condemnation, and incorporation.
Although the electorate looked favorably on such corporations, it also de-
manded public oversight to ensure that these ﬁrms neither abused their em-
inent-domain powers nor wandered from a previously approved route.
Bank and insurance company charters granted these companies broad
powers, but imposed numerous restrictions and often stripped sharehold-
ers of limited liability in the event of failure due to managerial incompe-
tence or fraud. Incorporation implied a balancing act. On one hand, it was
the state’s responsibility to promote the commonweal, and the corporation
was but one means to do so, mostly by promoting charitable and improve-
ment associations (Handlin and Handlin 1947). On the other, promoting
the commonweal sometimes required caution and restraint. Institutions
capable of providing large social beneﬁts were capable of imposing equally
impressive costs. It was the state’s responsibility to strike the balance.
Like most other states, New York only grudgingly relinquished its con-
trol over business incorporation. Although Gunn (1988, p. 49) contends
that, between 1790 and 1820, the corporation evolved into “a modern, es-
sentially private, instrument of economic organization,” the evolution was
slow and ﬁtful. Before 1800 New York chartered just 28 for-proﬁt corpo-
rations, including 13 turnpikes, 4 banks, and 3 canals. During the next
decade, the state chartered 179 corporations, mostly turnpike, bridge, and
water companies (Evans 1948, p. 17). It was only in the years surrounding
the War of 1812 that the number of new manufacturing incorporations
(153) exceeded the number of newly incorporated public utilities (134).
Banking and insurance companies never represented more than a small
fraction of the total number of incorporations. Twenty-ﬁve insurance com-
panies were chartered between 1800 and 1820; just twenty-eight banks re-
ceived charters in the same period.
Bank chartering in New York became embroiled in partisan politics
from the beginning. Early banks, whether in New York or elsewhere, were
popularly identiﬁed by their founders’ political aﬃliations. New York’s
ﬁrst banks were Federalist and Hamiltonian. Although Republicans dis-
trusted economic privilege and ﬁnancial operations, they set aside their
concerns when they observed how banks could be harnessed to advance
a political agenda (Alexander 1906, p. 187; Wright 2002). As dispensers of
credit, banks favored those to whom they loaned, and, if controlled by a
234 Howard Bodenhornpolitical party, a bank could insure that party supporters were dispropor-
tionately advantaged with share ownership and, perhaps, access to credit.2
The question is why frustrated borrowers did not just change parties.
Some undoubtedly did. But in early America, party aﬃliations among the
political and economic elite were publicly known long before banks came
into being, and changing parties did not erase years of built-up partisan
animosities. Even after banking became well established in the antebellum
era, party aﬃliation alone did not guarantee access to bank credit or own-
ership. Becoming a bank insider required open and dedicated service to the
party, something that opportunistic party switchers did not provide.
Because the legislature limited the number of bank charters, a charter
was valuable and prospective bankers were willing to pay potentially large
sums in return for a license. Allegations of bribery surfaced at least as early
as 1804 with the chartering of the Merchants’ Bank of New York City,
when it was disclosed that one state senator had promised shares to two
other senators, along with a guarantee that they could sell the shares at a
substantial premium after the charter was passed (Knox 1903, p. 397).3
Bribery ﬁnally became a public issue in 1812. A charter for the Bank of
America in New York City was crafted with a proposed capital of $6 mil-
lion, or six times the size of the then largest bank in the city. Although the
petitioners were Federalists, they hired two prominent Republicans—
David Thomas of Washington, DC, and Solomon Southwick of Albany—
to lobby a Republican-dominated legislature on their behalf (Alexander
1906, p. 194). Thomas was described as crafty, unscrupulous, and ambi-
tious, Southwick as handsome, personable, and charming. Their person-
alities complemented each other well, and together they became eﬀective
lobbyists. But when the petitioners hired several other lobbyists, events
spun out of control.
Several charter requests were laid before the legislature in the opening
days of the 1812 session, and in his annual address to the legislature in Jan-
uary Governor Tompkins advised the legislature to be wary of bank pro-
moters who used “intrigue and hollow pretenses” to “corrupt and subdue
republican notions” (Lincoln 1909, p. 697). In March Governor Tompkins
chose to exercise his constitutional privilege to suspend the Assembly and
Senate for sixty days. In his message dismissing the legislators, Tompkins
alluded to improper means used in soliciting a bank charter in the previous
legislative session and accused four Federalist members of the Assembly
and one state senator of accepting bribes from the Bank of America’s lob-
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2. Lamoreaux (1994) shows that banks in early New England loaned disproportionate
amounts to insiders (shareholders and oﬃcers), as well as the friends, family, and business as-
sociates of insiders. Evidence concerning the extent of insider lending among New York’s
banks is mostly anecdotal but is consistent with the New England experience.
3. Wright (1997) ﬁnds that the ﬁrst bribery accusations surfaced with the charter of the
New York State Bank in 1803. The accusations rose to the level of public scandal in 1812.byists (Cole 1984, pp. 27–28). He asked the legislative members to return
home, consult with their constituents, and reﬂect on the enormity of their
actions (Lincoln 1909, p. 711). Tompkins also instructed the attorney gen-
eral to investigate. Several agents for the petitioners were indicted for
bribery, among them a former clergyman who was eventually sentenced to
the state penitentiary. Thomas was accused of liberally spreading the peti-
tioners’ money on both sides of the aisle, and both Thomas and Southwick
were indicted and tried. Both were acquitted, however, when the prosecu-
tion’s star witnesses—a state senator and the speaker of the Assembly—re-
fused to testify. Ultimately, Governor Tompkins’s decision to suspend the
legislature had no eﬀect. Shortly after it reconvened, both houses approved
the Bank of America’s charter. Charges of bribery surfaced throughout the
1810s, but none rose to the level of the Bank of America scandal.
7.2.2 The Albany Regency, the Safety Fund System, 
and Chartering as Party Discipline
New York politics between 1810 and 1820 is a tangled tale of a waning
Federalist Party and a Democratic-Republican Party divided into as many
as a half-dozen factions, each claiming to represent the true Jeﬀersonian
faith (Countryman 2001, p. 300). Although there were minor ideological
squabbles, the party fractured mostly down sectional lines (Kass 1965,
p. 110). Even at the time it was recognized that the dominant faction would
be the one that provided a leader capable of quieting divisive voices, blunt-
ing sectional rivalries, and guiding members to a common purpose. Al-
though DeWitt Clinton was a charismatic visionary who could rally pop-
ular support for speciﬁc projects, such as the Erie Canal, he was unable to
organize supporters into a uniﬁed political party. Where Clinton fell short,
Martin Van Buren excelled. Van Buren’s gift was his ability to transform a
loose coalition of sometimes cooperative but often bickering factions into
a powerful, focused, and reasonably stable political machine.
Van Buren entered the state senate in 1813 with what a number of histo-
rians and biographers generously describe as a pragmatic approach to pol-
itics (Cole 1984, pp. 39–51). He rose to prominence in 1817 when, sensing
a strong and growing support for the project, he reversed his outspoken op-
position to the Erie Canal and delivered a powerful speech in support.4His
speech vaulted him into the political leadership, and from this experience
Van Buren learned the value of being on the popular side of an issue. He
subsequently built a formidable coalition of Republicans called Bucktails
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4. Miller (1962, p. 45) argues that Van Buren’s decision to block passage of the Erie Canal’s
chartering act in 1816 was a political ploy. Van Buren asked for additional studies of the
canal’s routing and prospects because such a massive undertaking required careful and de-
liberate consideration. In the 1817 session, Van Buren could then steal Clinton’s thunder by
arguing that he was as supportive of the project as the others, but more cautious, scrupulous,
and ﬁscally responsible than his political rivals.by their friends (so named because each wore a buck’s tail on his hat at
party conventions) or the Albany Regency by their detractors.5
By 1819, Van Buren’s Bucktails were already powerful enough to openly
challenge Governor Clinton’s nominations to the New York Council of Ap-
pointment, and his Bucktails dominated the 1820 legislative elections.6Clin-
ton was reelected governor, but he was surrounded by Bucktails who con-
trolled the Council of Appointment and swept the state’s appointive oﬃces
of Clinton supporters, replacing them with Bucktail men. At this point, Van
Buren favored young men on the rise, and his political appointees formed
the nucleus of New York’s Republican Party through the 1830s. By 1823 the
Regency was a well-entrenched, well-organized, smoothly operating politi-
cal machine—the pride of its supporters, the envy of its rivals, and the pro-
totypical machine for the next century (Cole 1984, p. 86).
Policy was developed by a small group of men who debated privately but
never squabbled publicly.7 Orders from the leadership were transmitted to
the legislative party caucus in Albany and disseminated through the hin-
terlands by the party press, including the highly inﬂuential Albany Argus,
and by appointed judges as they rode their circuits (Cole 1984, pp. 86–87;
Countryman 2001, pp. 300–302). At the grassroots level, the Regency con-
trolled the appointment of thousands of justices of the peace, county
judges, and examiners of chancery, who were all expected to further the
party’s agenda. Failure to do so resulted in the individual’s dismissal from
his patronage oﬃce. Although its control was never absolute, the Regency
was so eﬀective that contemporaries commented on “the perfection of Mr.
Van Buren’s party discipline” (Cole, p. 155).
Charges of corruption swirled around nearly every bank charter intro-
duced between 1813 and 1821. In an attempt to mitigate corruption, the
state constitution of 1821 required a two-thirds majority of both houses to
incorporate a bank. Supporters of this measure argued that the superma-
jority requirement would lead to only truly meritorious bankers receiving
corporate privileges (Seavoy 1982, p. 128). Critics argued that the super-
majority requirement simply raised the stakes. If more votes were needed,
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5. Though the Revolutionary generation had largely passed from power by this time, la-
beling one’s political opponent a “monarchist” was still an eﬀective political strategy. Thus,
by referring to Van Buren’s small circle of Republican (uppercase R) leaders as Regents, op-
ponents tarred them with the brush of anti-republicanism (lowercase r). Eventually, the tar
stuck and the electorate turned against rule by what was commonly perceived as the Regency
elite.
6. Under New York’s 1777 constitution, the Council of Appointment was composed of the
governor and four state senators who, by 1821, appointed nearly 15,000 local and state ad-
ministrative positions, including sheriﬀs, county clerks, city mayors, justices of the peace, and
all state oﬃcers except the treasurer, who was appointed by the legislature. It was this ap-
pointive power that formed the basis of the Regency’s spoils.
7. Even those Regency leaders who squabbled too much privately found themselves on the
outside. Once a trusted insider, William L. Marcy was eventually pushed out of the inner
circle even while he was Democratic governor of New York (Spencer 1959).more legislators would have to be persuaded, through whatever means.
Whatever its eﬀect on bribery, the two-thirds requirement’s eﬀect on the
growth of banking was clear. Only 12 new banks were chartered between
1821 and 1828, with no new banks chartered in 1822, 1826, 1827, or 1828.
At the end of 1828, crisis loomed for the state’s banking system. Table 7.1
reveals that with less than $9 in authorized bank capital per capita New
York was less ﬁnancially developed than Massachusetts (about $28 per
capita) or Pennsylvania (about $12 per capita).8 Moreover, the charters of
thirty of the forty banks then operating were due to expire during the next
ﬁve years (Root 1895, p. 288). If these banks’ charters expired and the
banks wound up without new ones to replace them, New York would be
without a legitimate ﬁnancial sector and the Republicans would have failed
in their obligation to promote the commonweal.
The newly elected governor, Martin Van Buren, sought a solution to the
banking problem that could simultaneously address three issues. First, any
new banking policy needed to eliminate the chartering logjam created by
the two-thirds majority mandated by the 1821 constitution for all bank
charters. Second, a new policy needed to protect the public against pay-
ments system collapses. Third, chartering needed to remain under the Re-
gency’s control. Resolving the second issue would largely resolve the ﬁrst.
One purpose of restrictive incorporation (legislative chartering) was that
the legislature owed a duty to the public to protect it from reckless, irre-
sponsible or excessively risky projectors. But because bankers received
charters more for their ability to subvert the political process than for their
business acumen (though the two need not have been mutually exclusive)
cautious legislators were reluctant to issue charters and set potentially bad
bankers loose on an unsuspecting public. Finally, Van Buren needed to
bend banking policy to his will. So long as the Bucktail Democrats could
retain control of issuing charters, loyal party members would be rewarded
with lucrative interests in newly chartered banks.
Van Buren’s solution was the 1829 SafetyFund Act.9The act required all
subsequently chartered banks, whether their charters were de novo or re-
newed, to contribute an amount equal to 6 percent of their paid-in capital
to a fund that would reimburse noteholders and depositors of any failing
member bank. The act also laid down common charter conditions and es-
tablished one of the ﬁrst banking oversight bureaucracies in the nation.
The act engendered broad support and unleashed a legislative supply
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8. Table 7.1 reports authorized bank capital per capita because these data are available for
the entire period. Using data for loans per capita or total bank assets per capita for 1820 and
after (when these data become reasonably reliable) does not appreciably alter the main con-
clusions. Massachusetts remains the most ﬁnancially developed state, Pennsylvania lags far
behind, and New York is an intermediate case. In 1830, for instance, bank loans per capita in
Massachusetts were $45.85; in New York, $18.23; and in Pennsylvania, $14.25. By 1860 the
ﬁgures are Massachusetts, $96.80; New York, $51.63; and Pennsylvania, $20.41.
9. See Calomiris (1989) and Bodenhorn (2003) and sources therein for descriptions and
analyses of the Safety Fund.that would satisfy a pent-up demand for new banks. Between 1821 and
1828, New York legislators chartered just twelve banks, only ten of which
opened (Fenstermaker 1965). Eleven de novo charters were issued in 1829
alone; nine more in 1830; nine more again in 1831; seven in 1832; eight in
1833; eight in 1834; and twelve in 1836. By making the banks mutually
responsible for one another’s debts, the act relieved concerns about the ca-
pabilities or actions of any single banker. Under the co-insurance scheme,
the costs of bad banking would fall primarily on the banks rather than the
public. With fewer concerns about bank quality, legislators could focus on
quantity. In short, the insurance guarantee calmed legislators’ fears, and
they chartered more banks—sixty-four de novo charters and twenty-nine
recharters between 1829 and 1836 (Root 1895, pp. 290–91). Despite the
rash of new bank charters, New York remained woefully ﬁnancially under-
developed compared to its nearest commercial rivals (see table 7.1).
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Table 7.1 Bank capital per capita in Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania
(for selected years; current dollars)
Year Massachusetts ($) New York ($) Pennsylvania ($)
1800 9.01a 5.81b 8.06a
1805 12.22 7.27b 10.04
1810 14.16 7.75b 7.41c,d
1815 23.07 15.93b 16.38d
1820 20.26 15.38b,e 14.02d,f
1825 25.74 16.04b n.a.f
1830 31.61 12.44b,e 10.84d,f
1835 45.36 14.72b,g 11.65f
1837h 54.99 16.43i 14.86
1840 45.75 15.15 14.04
1845 36.24 15.94 7.32
1850 37.13 15.29 7.43
1855 53.05 24.19 7.67
1860 54.00 28.72 8.80
Sources: Unless otherwise noted, estimates are based on capital accounts reported in U.S.
Comptroller of the Currency (1876) and U.S. Census Oﬃce (1872). Population estimates for
noncensus years calculated from continuously compounded growth rates between census
years.
Note: n.a.   not available.
aEstimates are for 1801.
bBank capital from Williams (1837, p. 235). Gallatin (1831, pp. 97–103) implies slightly diﬀer-
ent ﬁgures: 1811, $7.57; 1815, $16.57; 1820, $13.83; 1830, $12.78.
cEstimate for 1811.
dEstimates from Gallatin (1831, pp. 97–103).
eFenstermaker’s (1965) reports for capital imply diﬀerent ﬁgures: 1819, $0.84; 1830, $3.54.
fFenstermaker’s (1965) reports for capital yield diﬀerent ﬁgures: 1820, $6.37; 1825, $7.57;
1830, $9.51; 1835, $12.39.
gU.S. Comptroller of the Currency’s (1876, p. CIII) ﬁgure implies $14.14.
hLast year of legislative bank chartering in New York State.
iFenstermaker’s (1965) ﬁgure implies $16.21.Because it was not meant to, the Safety Fund system did not reduce
chartering corruption, a fact that invited anti-Regency protest. One con-
temporary contended that “lobby men” still engaged in their “mercenary
employment[s],” and the Albany Evening Journal (hereafter AEJ), an anti-
Regency newspaper, published numerous allegations of legislative bribery
(Johnson 1850, p. 611). On 13 April, for example, the AEJreported that the
Chemical Bank’s charter passed after a long delay and “with the loss of the
reputation of a Senator.” In March 1833 Alvah Bebee was indicted for brib-
ing state assemblyman John De Mott. During a legislative hearing, Bebee’s
attorney argued that his client was being unfairly singled out. He had
knowledge of comparable cases in which “members of the Legislature had
received stock in banks, for charters on which they had voted, and there
had been no concealment in those cases—no sense of impropriety” (AEJ,
February 21, 1831). Indeed, Erastus Root, who served in the state assembly
between 1798 and 1830, claimed that “no one would hesitate, from motives
of delicacy, to oﬀer a member [gratis] shares in a [proposed] bank” (Alex-
ander 1906, p. 190). After a brief debate, the House reprimanded Bebee
in a “forcible and solemn manner” and sent him on his way.10
Statistics reported in table 7.2 provide some appreciation for the poten-
tial scale for corruption and bribery. Between 1830 and 1837, the New York
State Assembly received 535 petitions, each one “praying” for a charter
from a group of would-be bankers. From those 535 petitions, Assembly
committees drafted and reported 236 separate chartering bills for debate
on the ﬂoor. Of those 236 bills, 134 eventually passed. Of those, only 53, or
less than half, later passed the Senate. While citizens could freely petition
the legislature, getting the eight members of the Assembly banking com-
mittee to take notice of a petition, turn it into a bill, and report it to the
ﬂoor demanded something notable or especially meritorious on the part of
the petitioners. It was common for petitions to be delivered in person by
groups of “interested citizens.” In most instances how those citizens’ inter-
ests were expressed is left to the imagination because even contemporary
critics generally did not report details of the bribes. In those few instances
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10. Bebee’s comments about members receiving shares in banks whose charters they had
voted on stand in contrast to the AEJ’s recurring complaints about legislators’ purposely ex-
cusing themselves from votes on some bank charters. Excusing oneself from a vote was an odd
strategy for a legislator with a personal ﬁnancial stake in the outcome, but there was a law
prohibiting lawmakers from voting on incorporation acts in which they had a personal inter-
est. Legislators who had been given or promised shares were under a legal obligation to ex-
cuse themselves. Of course, it does not mean that they did not inﬂuence the outcome through
vote trading or other forms of log rolling. It is clear from reading the biographies of several
members of the Regency that these men did not think it morally contradictory to accept
shares in return for legislative inﬂuence but then scrupulously adhere to the letter of the law
concerning voting rules. It was also not uncommon to draw a distinction between cash pay-
ments (bribes) and promises of shares (not bribes). It seems that the risks assumed in holding
shares, compared to the certainty of taking cash, led some legislators to believe that they were
fundamentally diﬀerent transactions.where the details became public, the most common form of a bribe was a
promise of a handful of free shares in the proposed bank should the char-
ter pass (J. Hammond 1852, p. 334; Seavoy 1982, p. 84). Given the low
probability of receiving a charter, cash payments were less common.
Promises of shares aligned the legislators’ and the promoters’ incentives.11
What is notable about the Regency leaders is that they channeled this
corruption to the party’s beneﬁt rather than their own ends. Although the
party’s leaders did not line their own pockets, they made it possible for oth-
ers to line theirs. The Regency’s dominance, as Cole (1984, p. 95) notes, was
based on the spoils system. Regency leaders understood that bending the
system to their personal beneﬁt would quickly alienate voters. But the
party leadership realized that political machinery was fueled with money
and jobs, and they distributed both to their friends and supporters. The Re-
gency aligned banks and party through the distribution of equity shares in
newly chartered banks to loyal party members.
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Petitions Bills  Bills  Petitions Bills  Bills  Chartering 
Year received reported passed received reported passed acts
1830 23 22 12 37 34 13 9
1831 54 36 26 27 26 20 9
1832 91 49 19 23 19 16 7
1833 83 38 22 39 26 12 8
1834 92 31 21 33 24 13 8
1835 20 4 2 1 1 1 0
1836 118 54 32 36 28 19 12
1837 54 2 0 3 0 0 0
Totals 535 236 134 199 158 94 53
Source: Albany Evening Journal, various issues, 1830–37.
11. Calculating the economic costs of the distortions engendered by this rent seeking is be-
yond the scope of this paper, but the potential costs of rent seeking are widely recognized
(Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny 1993). It is also notable that New York received substantially
less revenue, as a percent of all state tax revenue, from bank dividends and taxes than any
other state. Revenues from banks in New York exceeded 10 percent of state revenues in only
one decade, whereas they made up about one-ﬁfth of average state revenues in the antebellum
era (Sylla, Legler, and Wallis 1987, pp. 400–401). New York’s relatively low tax yield from
banks was due to the state’s relative ﬁnancial underdevelopment. It may also have resulted
from the policy of granting charters to party members who resisted returning those rents to
the state in the form of taxes. Small distributional coalitions, as Olson (1965) shows, will be
more eﬀective lobbyists than large groups. Because banks were few and shares were closely
held and managed by party favorites, the Regency-controlled legislature may have been re-
luctant to impose substantial taxes on banks.Beginning in 1811, every incorporation act appointed administrators
charged with distributing shares in the new bank. The issue of how shares
were allocated gained popular attention in 1825 when the opposition party
press publicized the distribution of the Commercial Bank of Albany’s ini-
tial public oﬀering. The men appointed to distribute the stock allocated
most of the shares to themselves and a handful of friends. Political oppo-
nents contended that the administrators “had converted a matter of gen-
eral interest into an aﬀair of individual proﬁt and speculation” (Chaddock
1910, p. 252).12 During debate on the charter of the Bank of Herkimer
County, Assemblyman Isaac Van Duzer of Orange County oﬀered an
amendment reducing the number of shares that the administrators could
subscribe from 200 to 50. The amendment was soundly defeated, at which
time Van Duzer exclaimed on the ﬂoor that the “Regency manifested no
disposition to surrender the source of ‘Spoils’” (AEJ, February 4, 1833).
It was 1837 before these distribution practices were changed. Twelve
banks were chartered in 1836, and the distribution of stock in these banks
was so partisan that even the Regency-appointed bank commissioners crit-
icized the abuses in their annual report to the state assembly. The commis-
sioners provided the details of the distribution of shares in the Jeﬀerson
County Bank of Watertown. Nine appointed administrators kept the sub-
scription books open for two days, receiving more than 500 individual sub-
scriptions for varying numbers of shares. Because the oﬀering was over-
subscribed, as nearly all new bank oﬀerings were, the administrators had
to develop a distribution scheme. Although the administrative panel was
bipartisan, the Bucktails held a ﬁve to four majority, and their distribution
plan was adopted. Through proxies and powers of attorney the bank’s
12,000 shares were eﬀectively divided between the nine administrators,
each of whom took his legal limit of 250 shares, and seven other men who
between them took 7,695 shares. At the time of the investigation, all 12,000
shares were held by just 36 men when about 500 had subscribed.13 The re-
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12. Limiting share ownership to a group of party friends and loyalists created potentially
sharp distributional eﬀects. Lamoreaux (1994) shows that many New England banks were in-
sider aﬀairs, wherein shareholders received the majority of their bank’s loans. To the extent
that New York banks were similarly insider institutions, non–party members were eﬀectively
denied access to credit (assuming that the demand for credit exceeded the supply and banks
rationed credit based on party aﬃliation, which is consistent with even a casual reading of the
contemporary and historical literature). The existence of a secondary market for shares, even
if it was not particularly liquid, could mitigate this eﬀect. If non–party members were willing
to pay more for credit than party members, they could buy shares and become insiders and
have preferential access to credit. In the latter instance, existing credit was (reasonably) opti-
mally allocated, but a wealth transfer from non–party members to party members occurred.
It does not, however, imply that the existing volume of available credit was socially optimal.
13. There was no formal secondary market in country bank shares so that shares traded in-
formally and price information was not made public. Nevertheless, the market value of the
Regency’s share giveaway was surely substantial. City bank shares regularly traded at prices
25 to 30 percent above par.port suggested that the Jeﬀerson County Bank case was typical. It repre-
sented one of the many ways the Bucktails encouraged and rewarded party
loyalty.
If the number of editorials appearing in the opposition press (the Albany
Evening Journal was the most prominent) is a fair measure, by 1837 the
public’s tolerance for spoils, especially in connection to bank chartering,
was waning. Flagrantly inequitable practices had fallen from favor and the
legislature moved to correct them in response to growing public dissatis-
faction. An 1837 act dictated that shares were to be sold at public auction.
No individual was allowed to buy more than ﬁve shares on the ﬁrst day of
the auction or more than ten on the second or subsequent days. In an eﬀort
to guarantee local ownership, buyers had to be residents of the bank’s
home county. To head oﬀ speculation, shares could not be sold until three
months after the entire capital had been raised. All transfers within the ﬁrst
year had to be accompanied by an oath that the seller was the bona ﬁde
owner and had not contracted to sell the shares prior to the initial auction.
Ultimately, the law was a dead letter because New York’s legislature never
issued another bank charter.
Capitalizing on the electorate’s growing frustration with Regency spoils
and a ﬁnancial panic in 1837, Whigs wrested control of the state legislature
from the Democrats in the autumn 1837 elections. In the opening days of
the 1838 legislative session, a senate committee was established to study the
appropriateness of rewriting the banking laws to allow free entry of private
bankers and reform the system of chartering commercial banks. The com-
mittee reported back that the time had come to replace the current char-
tering system, which was “utterly at war with equal rights and free govern-
ment” (New York State Senate 1838, p. 4). As the end of the legislative term
approached, a free banking act was hammered out and passed in April.
After more than a decade of debate, New York passed the Free Banking
Act of 1838. In 1825 and 1828 special legislative commissions had studied
comparable proposals but had rejected them. Indeed, the initial 1828
Safety Fund proposal (adopted in 1829) included some features of the 1838
free banking act, namely free entry and bond-secured note issue, but they
were removed in favor of continued legislative chartering and regulatory
oversight. By the mid-1830s, however, appeals to equal rights were com-
monplace and state-sanctioned economic advantages were attacked from
all sides as usurpations of the true spirit of representative democracy and
laissez-faire economics. New York’s Free Banking Act, however, repre-
sented neither the inception nor the culmination of the electorate’s back-
lash against state-supported economic privilege. It was not, as Redlich
(1968) argued, incipient populism run amok. It was one step, albeit an im-
portant one, in New York’s movement toward greater political representa-
tion and economic liberty.
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Writing in the Regency-controlled Albany Argus in December 1836,
New York State Comptroller Azariah Flagg announced the party’s new
position. “The law as it now exists,” he wrote, “abridges the fair business
rights of individuals, discountenances the free use of capital, and is detri-
mental to trade and commerce” (Flagg 1868, p. 8). To have Flagg, a high-
ranking Regency oﬃcial, publish such a statement in the oﬃcial party
newspaper represented an announcement roughly comparable to, say,
Francis Perkins publicly announcing in 1936 that the Democratic leader-
ship considered the National Labor Relations Act an unconstitutional re-
straint of trade. Flagg’s editorial signaled widening cleavages within the
electorate, the party rank and ﬁle, and the party leadership.
Indeed, abuses like those surrounding the distribution of stock in 1836
had created deep fault lines within New York’s Democratic Party. Chur-
chill C. Cambreleng, Van Buren’s trusted lieutenant in the U.S. House of
Representatives, wrote Van Buren condemning the Regency’s banking
policy (Seavoy 1982, p. 129). How and why had the Regency’s leadership
changed their views? Why were they willing to abandon the Safety Fund,
often held up as one of their principal legislative achievements, just nine
years after its enactment? Was it, as B. Hammond (1957) and Dowd (1992)
contend, that the corruption involved in securing a bank charter and dis-
tributing shares had ﬁnally grown so politically indefensible or so socially
costly that the entire structure was thrown over?
It turns out that the causes were more complex. While corrupt practices
in the 1830s certainly played a role, free banking’s origins date back a
decade or more and represent not the culmination, but one leg of a long
passage wrought by changing attitudes among the electorate, changes the
Bucktails embraced only when they could no longer resist them and re-
main politically viable. A growing debate in New York over the extent of
political participation and the extension of the franchise carried over into
a parallel debate about the appropriate boundaries of economic freedom.
Banking policy represented the ground where these concurrent struggles
converged.
7.3.1 Setting the Stage for Free Banking
Free banking did not spontaneously emerge in 1838 without cause or
precedent. Neither was it culmination of a simple agrarian populism. It
was indicative of a broader push toward greater politicaland economicfree-
dom occurring in states throughout the United States. In New York con-
stitutional reform in 1821 extended the franchise and eliminated two prin-
cipal sources of political and administrative centralization, the Councils of
Revision and Appointment. The Council of Revision retained veto power
over all legislation; the Council of Appointment made appointments to
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and formed the basis of the Bucktails’ spoils system. The constitutional re-
forms, resisted by the political elite for more than twenty years, conceded
greater political determination to the electorate through greater local ad-
ministrative autonomy and political self-determination.
Popular demands for greater political liberty led naturally to calls for
greater freedom of economic association. In the early nineteenth century
New York conceded greater freedom of association in religious, educa-
tional and charitable institutions instituting general incorporation laws for
these institutions, but the state closely guarded its chartering privilege for
business incorporation. As the economy developed in the northeastern
United States and proﬁtability, even in agriculture, became more depend-
ent on access to credit and transportation, and to markets generally, the
notion that incorporation could be reserved for the few became increas-
ingly indefensible (Handlin and Handlin 1947, p. 113).
Several New England states liberalized incorporation in the early nine-
teenth century, but in New York the Bucktails retained control to bend in-
corporation to the party’s will. The original 1828 Safety Fund proposal, in
fact, included free incorporation and bond-secured note issue—the deﬁn-
ing features of free banking—but Van Buren rejected these aspects of the
original proposal because the party would have lost an important element
of its spoils system. Even in 1838, when Governor William L. Marcy, one
of Van Buren’s lieutenants, signed the free banking act, he did so reluc-
tantly mostly because the free incorporation clause stripped the party of
one of its more lucrative sources of spoils. During the decade between 1828
and 1838, however, public opinion had turned strongly against the status
quo. The state had long since ceded freedom of association for religious,
educational, and charitable associations. It had long been asked to extend
the privilege of corporate freedom of association to business corporations.
It ﬁnally relented in 1838.
7.3.2 The Anti-Masons and Political Reform
The ultimate cause for banking reform can be traced to a long-
simmering demand for greater economic freedom. But one of the more im-
portant proximate inﬂuences and one that brought the demand to a boil
was an unlikely event—the disappearance on the night of 14 September
1826 of William Morgan, an unremarkable stonemason and disaﬀected
Freemason of Batavia, Genesee County, New York. In the 1820s, Freema-
sonry was popular. From just 347 lodges and 16,000 members nationally in
1800, there were 450 lodges and more than 20,000 members in New York
state alone in 1825 (Formisano and Kutolowski 1977). Bitter and nearly
broke, Morgan threatened to publish Freemasonry’s secrets. Local Ma-
sons, outraged by Morgan’s betrayal, torched David Miller’s printing shop
and had both men arrested on trumped-up charges. Both were released
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that a group of Freemasons spirited Morgan oﬀ to Fort Niagara, where he
was brieﬂy detained before being taken into to boat, thrown overboard into
Lake Erie, and presumably drowned.
Investigations into Morgan’s disappearance implicated a number of
prominent Masons who were politically connected members of the Re-
gency. Sheriﬀs initially refused to arrest them. When they were arrested,
prosecutors refused to bring charges. When forced by popular outcry to
bring the conspirators to trial, the tribunals quickly became theater, at-
tracting hundreds of spectators. Newspapers published verbatim tran-
scripts, and news spread by word of mouth. For more than four years, the
public devoured the news, most of which demonstrated Freemasonry’s
(and, by association, the Regency’s) subversion of the political and judicial
systems. When most of the alleged conspirators were acquitted, a “ﬁre-
storm of popular protest” was unleashed that grew into a legitimate politi-
cal movement (Gunn 2001, p. 374). One contemporary book concluded
that the abduction, murder, and cover-up was the work of hundreds of men,
including prominent legislators, lawyers, and sheriﬀs. Special prosecutors
appointed by the legislature reported on Masonic obstructionism and con-
cluded that the basic charges of conspiracy, kidnapping, and murder were
true.
Anti-Masonry’s appeal and, therefore, its political legitimacy grew be-
cause reasonable men believed that Freemasonry disproportionately in-
ﬂuenced the administration of justice (Vaughn 1983). Several sheriﬀs,
prosecutors, judges, and other oﬃcials involved in the investigation and
prosecution of the crime were Masons. Most discharged their duties fairly
and impartially, but others manipulated the system to protect fellow Ma-
sons. Formisano and Kutolowski (1977, p. 153) conclude that a wide-
spread conviction that there had been “a systematic corruption of justice
...   w as far from fantastic.” Building a platform on equality before the law,
the Anti-Mason Party quickly emerged as a viable political force. The hot-
button issues in the 1828 New York election were less the burning national
issues of states’ rights and internal improvements than the candidates’
characters, Anti-Masonry, and whether it was time for special privilege to
give way to the popular will. Andrew Jackson polled an unimpressive 51
percent in New York; Van Buren won the governorship, but only because
two opponents, including Solomon Southwick, the Anti-Mason candi-
date, split the opposition vote (Benson 1961, p. 31).14
Anti-Masonry’s consequences were profound. Between 1828 and 1835
the number of Masonic lodges in New York fell from 490 to 80, and active
membership declined from 20,000 to just 3,000 (Benson 1961, p. 36). Once
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14. We met Solomon Southwick before. He was one of the prominent lobbyists in the 1812
Bank of America chartering scandal.it had crushed its principal opponent, neither the movement nor the Anti-
Masonic Party petered out. An eﬀective leadership with access to more
than forty-ﬁve newspapers expanded the message. Privilege subverted
more than criminal justice. Privileged and secretive organizations of all
types, including politically favored corporations, subverted all forms of re-
publican virtue. Equality before the law, equality of representation, and
equality of opportunity became the party’s watchwords. One speaker at the
1829 Anti-Mason convention insisted that “public opinion . . . must prop-
erly govern everything, which is properly subject to governmental power”
(quoted in Benson, p. 22). The party’s message appealed to a leveling im-
pulse: universal male suﬀrage, universal state-supported education, anti-
slavery, and better treatment of Indians, orphans, and the mentally ill (Van
Deusen 1944).
Anti-Mason calls for reform quickly incorporated the era’s hot-button
economic issues. The party favored strict enforcement of usury laws, elim-
ination of imprisonment for debt, expanding the transportation network,
and, of course, greater sectional equality in the distribution of banking
and ﬁnancial services. Early histories of Anti-Masonry argued that it was
motivated by rural-agrarian jealousies of urban commercial wealth and
power. But Anti-Masonry was more than radical agrarian populism. It was
driven more by middle-class frustrations over lack of access to banks and
transportation infrastructure.
Many earlier banking historians, including B. Hammond (1957) and
Redlich (1968), too readily interpreted western squawking about the short-
age of banks as inﬂationist agrarianism. But Anti-Masonry had little to do
with radical agrarianism. Instead, it was the political manifestation of a
growing discontent among western merchants about lack of access to
banks and bank credit. And merchants outside the traditional Bucktail
strongholds had legitimate grounds for complaint. Table 7.3 reports bank
capital per capita by senate district at selected dates between 1830 and
1857.15Not surprisingly, New York City outstripped all other regions, with
Albany a distant second. But even outside the two principal urban-
commercial areas, there were sharp disparities in the distribution of bank
capital. The Adirondack/Lake Champlain region (IV) had just $0.45 in per
capita bank capital, while the Finger Lakes region had $5.66. The eight-
region Gini index for 1830 is 0.69, implying substantial inequalities. More-
over, in 1830 fully two-thirds of all New York counties, mostly in western
and southern New York, were without a bank.
Passage of the Safety Fund, and the increased chartering that accompa-
nied it, led to more equally distributed bank capital per capita. Even in the
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15. The dates were chosen to control for broad macroeconomic events to the extent pos-
sible. The 1830s and 1850s were both periods of relative early prosperity followed by sharp ﬁ-
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Table 7.3 Per capita bank capital by New York State Senate district
(current dollars)
Bank capital per capita ($)
Senate district 1830 1837 1850 1857
I 51.18 56.17 36.56 65.38
II 1.77 7.44 9.22 12.07
III 11.67 19.04 16.50 33.02
IV 0.45 3.43 4.91 10.94
V 2.45 8.56 11.13 16.14
VI 1.49 5.64 5.43 10.50
VII 5.66 9.37 8.75 12.41
VIII 1.25 6.64 9.04 14.44
Gini index 0.69 0.48 0.35 0.36
Counties with no banks (%) 66.1 26.8 15.5 5.2
Sources: U.S. Department of State (1832, 1841), U.S. Census Oﬃce (1853, 1864), New York
State Assembly (1831, 1838, 1858), Daily Albany Argus (25 November 1850).
Notes: District I includes New York City and Long Island; district II, the counties just north
of New York City; district III, the counties surrounding Albany; district IV, the Adirondacks;
district V, the Syracuse, Oswego, Watertown areas; district VI, the Southern Tier, around
Binghamton; district VII, the Finger Lakes region; and district VIII, the western counties
from Rochester to Buﬀalo and south to the Pennsylvania border
relatively underdeveloped Adirondack/Lake Champlain region bank cap-
ital per capita increased from $0.45 to $3.43 between 1830 and 1837. The
Gini index declined to 0.48, and the number of counties without a bank de-
clined sharply. It took free banking and a long period of economic pros-
perity between 1845 and 1857 to bring about greater equality of per capita
banking capital and to provide nearly every county with at least one com-
mercial bank. By the mid-1850s, every senate district attained double-digit
per capita bank capital, and only three counties (5.2 percent) remained
without a commercial bank. By 1850, too, the Gini index declined to 0.36
and remained steady throughout the decade.
Given the disparities in the geographic allocation of bank capital in
1830, it is not surprising that Anti-Masonry cut across economic classes
(Kutolowski 1984; Formisano 1993). Indeed, support for Anti-Masonry
was stronger in townships with more improved acreage, higher population
densities, and higher values per acre. Anti-Masonry’s leaders were mostly
drawn from the middling to upper classes of western and southern New
York—regions where the transportation and ﬁnancial revolutions had not
yet fully arrived (Kutolowski 1984). The Anti-Mason challenge was ele-
mentary, if somewhat naive: should not all men living in a democratic so-
ciety have equal access to the opportunities oﬀered by a rapidly expanding
economy? Was it fair that the Masonic-dominated Regency granted unfair
advantages in the race for wealth and prestige? In this respect, the move-
ment appealed most strongly to those eager to “utilize participant politicsto gain further transportation improvements, banking facilities, and . . .
favorable local public policy” (Kutolowski, p. 281). Anti-Masonry ﬂour-
ished where the market had brought some limited prosperity. Its leaders
wanted greater access to wealth-generating technologies—banks, canals,
railroads—controlled by the Regency.
It was some time before the egalitarian impulse was translated into spe-
ciﬁc policies, such as free banking (Benson 1961, p. 37), but the movement
gained momentum in the 1830s. In 1831, imprisonment for debt was abol-
ished. The state expanded funding for education. Feeder canals were pro-
posed, surveys done, and construction begun. Calls for the elimination of
restraining laws on private banking reemerged in 1835 and 1836. Free
banking was seriously debated in both houses of the legislature in 1837,
just as a movement for a new constitutional convention took shape. At the
Utica Convention of 1837 delegates called for the abolition of legislative
chartering in all forms, demanded the elimination of all regulations re-
stricting entry into any profession or occupation, and proposed a consti-
tutional amendment prohibiting future legislatures from passing laws that
favored one group over another (Gunn 1988, p. 172).
By 1837, legislative debates on banking policy were unmistakably Anti-
Masonic. In condemning the assembly’s committee on banks’ decision not
to report a bill for a bank, Assemblyman John Wilkinson of Onondaga
County fumed that “the citizens of New York [City] cannot, without arro-
gance, assume to judge the propriety of incorporating a bank at Utica”
(AEJ, March 22, 1836). That decision was best left to the citizens of Utica.
A group of citizens in Albion forwarded a petition to the legislature stating
that “the people are coming....  T h e  spirit of reform is awake throughout
the State” (AEJ, March 28, 1837). Indeed, the reform spirit had grown so
strong that Regency governor William L. Marcy, in his annual message to
the legislature, urged reform. The current system was “unquestionably in-
jurious,” and it was “the essential characteristic of private property, that
the owner should not only have the right of exclusive possession, but the
liberty of free use” (AEJ, January 3, 1837). Marcy’s position, insofar as it
dealt with banking, represented a signiﬁcant liberalization of Regency at-
titude and policy. His position was more Anti-Masonic than Democratic.
Anti-Masonry demonstrates the sometimes serendipitous nature of eco-
nomic reform; namely, how it can be dependent on events seemingly far re-
moved from the underlying issue. Could those Masons who tossed William
Morgan overboard have had any idea that they would unleash a political
movement that would shake Masonry and the Regency to their founda-
tions? Could they have contemplated the notion that the events they would
unleash would result in rewriting the contract between the state and the
business community? Of course not. This is not to argue that free bank-
ing depended on William Morgan’s unsolved disappearance. Something
akin to free banking had been proposed, but rejected as politically unpalat-
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Party.
It does argue, however, that a seemingly unrelated, random event can be
a critical element in bringing a latent demand for change to the fore. In this
case, it led to the formation of an opposition political party that tapped
into a latent demand for change in banking policy, sharpened its focus,
and made it a prominent element of the party’s platform. As B. Hammond
(1957) and Redlich (1968) discuss, demands for greater access to bank
credit were just as strong in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and elsewhere as in
western New York, yet change occurred at a more measured pace outside
New York. Although seventeen other states adopted free banking, there
was about a ﬁfteen-year hiatus between free banking’s enactment in New
York and its adoption elsewhere (Rockoﬀ 1975, p. 3).16 Without an event
such as Morgan’s disappearance to galvanize the electorate, change was
slower in coming. Thus, Anti-Masonry was, perhaps, not critical to
change, but it accelerated the pace of change.
7.3.3 The Conﬂuence of Party Rhetoric and 
Political Change in the Mid-1830s
Regency support for free banking became oﬃcial policy only when the
reform impulse was so far beyond their control that support for the repeal
of the Safety Fund system came from a Democratic splinter group known
as the Loco-Focos (or, sometimes, the Equal Rights Party). These were
mostly tradesmen and small entrepreneurs in New York City who believed
that the current system threatened their economic well-being. They be-
lieved that economic independence was based on property ownership. Any
government that passed laws that favored accumulation by the few, as the
Safety Fund did, was bad government. “A viable urban-industrial democ-
racy required that opportunities for business proﬁts had to be equalized”
(Seavoy 1982, p. 130). And more than anything else, equality of opportu-
nity implied equality of access to bank credit. The elimination of chartered
commercial banking and its replacement with private banking was the best
means to achieve this end.
Likewise, Jacksonian Democrats were driven by a strong egalitarian im-
pulse (Schlesinger 1945; Sellers 1991). Jeﬀerson’s Republicanism had ex-
tended equality of opportunity to the yeomanry in the newly settled West.
Banking policy in the early West was both inﬂationary and developmental
(Bodenhorn 2003). States such as Kentucky, Tennessee, and Illinois,
among others, established wholly state-owned banks to provide medium-
term mortgage credit to farmers wanting to buy land. As a result, migrants
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16. Michigan passed a free banking act in 1837 that was quickly rescinded, and New York
and Georgia passed free banking laws in 1838. No further acts were passed until Alabama in
1849, followed by ten states between 1851 and 1853.ﬂowed in, bought up land, and, in a brief period, turned a frontier into a
thriving agricultural community. As the Jacksonians saw it, something
similar was needed to stem the rising tide of economic inequality in the
emergent urban-industrial regions of the East.17
Free banking aligned Anti-Masons, Jacksonians, and the Loco-Focos.
Loco-Foco calls for equality of opportunity appealed to the Jacksonians’
sense of fair play. The nagging issue for banking policy, however, was how
to simultaneously equalize opportunity and provide a safe, redeemable
currency. Two bills introduced in the 1837 session skirted the issue. One bill
would have repealed most of the 1804 restraining act that prohibited unin-
corporated ﬁrms from engaging in any banking functions. It would have al-
lowed for the creation of limited-liability partnerships granting unincor-
porated associations of individuals the right to engage in all pertinent
banking functions, except the circulation of notes (AEJ, March 18, 1837).
The second bill would have created unincorporated banks with all the priv-
ileges of banks, including note issue, but these banks would not be allowed
to circulate notes of denominations under $20 (AEJ, March 3, 1837). Both
bills protected the public from bad banking by limiting their ability to in-
teract with the public. Deposit banking was not yet widespread except
among merchants, and few people engaged in routine transactions had
much use for $20 or greater notes. Neither bill passed the state senate,
largely because the attorney general believed that they were both uncon-
stitutional in that they would have created de facto corporations in viola-
tion of the constitutional two-thirds requirement. In the end, the legisla-
ture rolled back certain features of the restraining act so that brokers could
engage in some limited private banking functions (Seavoy 1982, p. 150).
Before the autumn elections in 1837, panic swept the nation’s ﬁnancial
markets. Banks suspended specie payments, and Whigs soundly defeated
the Bucktails at the polls. Whigs interpreted their victory as a mandate to
dismantle the Safety Fund, and many traveled to Albany intent to pass a
general incorporation law. Although William L. Marcy, the Bucktail gov-
ernor, publicly recommended passage of a free banking law, he remained
privately opposed. He understood that a general incorporation law would
undermine the party’s stranglehold on an important source of patronage.
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17. Such a brief description of Jacksonian policy necessarily obscures the many contra-
dictions that permeated Jackson’s Democratic Party. The charismatic Jackson assembled a
coalition of pro-bank and anti-bank men, rural agrarians and urban mechanics, ardent sup-
porters of federally supported internal improvements and those equally ardently opposed to
such expansion of federal intervention, as well as former Federalists and old Republicans.
Thus, a cornerstone of Jacksonian Democracy was a deep antagonism toward banks. But it
was also a party supportive of entrepreneurship and enterprise. Even Jackson’s veto of the
Second Bank’s recharter did not “clarify the party’s stance and future relationship with the
hundreds of other banks in the country” (Sharp 1970, p. 5). Some Jacksonians sought to
make banks safer so that more could be chartered. Others sought the complete abolishment
of banking. The latter contributed the lasting party rhetoric, but the former ultimately had a
greater inﬂuence on policy, as free banking in New York and elsewhere testiﬁes.Moreover, it might threaten the stability of the Safety Fund system itself.
Seavoy (1982, p. 152) contends, as well, that Van Buren’s subtreasury plan
at the federal level—predicated on the idea that the government should
separate itself from the business of banking—discredited the Regency’s
long and close connection with the state’s banks. Marcy was forced into a
corner and had little choice but to advocate passage of what he hoped
would be a carefully crafted general incorporation law.
In April 1838, New York enacted free banking. Gunn (1988, p. 229) con-
tends that the law represented “one of the most important pieces of state
legislation in the ﬁrst half of the nineteenth century.” It reﬂected a trans-
formation in the role of the legislature in economic matters: a movement
away from, but not a complete abandonment of, the commonwealth ideal.
Incorporation became a purely administrative function. The legislature re-
linquished its power to confer privilege to a bureaucracy charged to imple-
ment a set of procedures and policies applicable to all. Free banking de-
politicized the business corporation and reﬂected the decline of legislative
authority in economic matters. The corporation lost its essentially public
character and became a purely private matter. It is ironic, however, that al-
though the franchise was substantially widened, free banking and similar
measures signiﬁcantly restricted the electorate’s ability to inﬂuence social
and economic outcomes. Shortly after the public gained a greater say in
politics, the polity built ﬁrewalls between itself and the economy. It was
almost as if the electorate had come to appreciate the eﬃciency costs of
Mancur Olson’s (1982) distributional coalitions and did what it could to
eliminate some of the costs by taking away at least one mechanism for
establishing them.
7.3.4 The Consequences of Free Banking
Much was expected of free banking. A report of the select committee of
the Assembly eﬀectively summarizes contemporary expectations for free
banking. A general incorporation law would eliminate the privilege and
monopoly associated with the Safety Fund system. It would eliminate one
source of legislative corruption and reduce log rolling. Bank ownership
would be more widely dispersed. The banks themselves would be more ra-
tionally located. Greater access to credit would encourage commercial and
manufacturing businesses. And, ﬁnally, it would increase and add stability
to the currency.
Two major aspects of free banking are relevant to the issues addressed in
this chapter, namely, privilege and greater equality of opportunity, espe-
cially among small-scale entrepreneurs. First, free banking replaced spe-
cial interest legislation with a “rule of law.” Relatively inﬂexible adminis-
trative procedures and policies replaced highly idiosyncratic, ﬂexible,
personalized charter conditions. Regulators administering rules were less
prone to corruption than legislative committees and others given a mea-
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was clear and precise and less likely to be subverted by legislative or judi-
cial corruption.
Second, free banking reﬂected the leveling impulse of the Jacksonian
era. The 1838 act brought together many of the features of the two 1837
proposals. One would have lifted restraints on individuals and partner-
ships wanting to operate private banks, and it was intended to promote the
establishment of relatively small institutions that could respond to and ac-
commodate local needs. The second proposal aimed to replace the current
system of chartering relatively large, incorporated commercial banks. The
ﬁnal 1838 act included both features in that it established one standard for
larger joint-stock banks and a lesser standard for individual (eﬀectively
note-issuing private) banks. Indeed, free banking encouraged small-scale
entrepreneurship fully consistent with Anti-Masonic and Jacksonian, even
Jeﬀersonian, rhetoric. In March 1850, for example, twenty-nine of forty-
seven individual banks had $20,000 or less in paid-in capital, and between
1840 and 1850 the capitalization of the average free bank declined from
$263,000 to $176,000.18
In its encouragement of small business, free banking advocates believed
they had simultaneously addressed the issues of corruption, privilege,
equality of opportunity, and protection of the public against incompetent
bankers through the 100 percent note-collateral provision. Some Jackso-
nians criticized banks because they believed that banks, and corporations
generally, occupied privileged positions, exercised disproportionate eco-
nomic power, and were capable of doing serious political and economic
damage. Anti-bank Democrats were convinced of the economic damage
that could be wrought by banks when, during the bank war, Nicholas
Biddle contracted the Second Bank’s credit and threw the economy into
recession. If a bank hiccuped and the economy fell into recession, what
might happen if one or more large banks failed? What if they aligned them-
selves in opposition to the commonweal? Such questions brought concerns
for the safety and security of bank creditors to the forefront. Free banking,
it was believed, simultaneously addressed these multiple concerns. In en-
couraging small banks, they would not obtain disproportionate political or
economic inﬂuence, and their ability to inﬂict losses would be limited.
Although loss rates for failed free banks in the 1840s were substantial,
by the 1850s the loss rate fell sharply and was well below that experienced
by the failures of eleven of the Regency’s Safety Fund banks. This reduced
loss rate in tandem with a more responsive allocation of bank capital made
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18. The capitalization of the average chartered bank remained constant at about $375,000.
Banks chartered under the Safety Fund system or earlier were allowed to maintain their char-
ter for the lifetime of the charter (twenty years to perpetuity) but were forced to convert to a
free banking charter at expiration of their original charter. The last Safety Fund banks
switched to free banking charters in the late 1850s.free banking attractive. Eventually seventeen other states passed free
banking laws modeled after New York’s. Three others signiﬁcantly liber-
alized chartering and adopted bond-secured note issue. During the U.S.
Civil War, free banking went national when the national banking system
adopted several features of New York’s 1838 law. While Anti-Masonry was
not particularly exportable, as the party never became much of a factor
outside New York, free banking was eminently exportable. The reform im-
pulse of the Jacksonian era was strong, but translating the latent impulse
into speciﬁc policies diﬀered from state to state. Investigating the political
conditions under which free banking was adopted elsewhere would be a
potentially fruitful line of future research.
7.4 Concluding Remarks
Free banking was neither Jacksonian laissez-faire run amok, as Redlich
(1968) would have us believe, nor was it a knee-jerk reaction by newly as-
cendant Whigs looking to tear down a prominent component of the Re-
gency’s political machine. It resulted from parallel movements begun in the
early nineteenth century that called for greater political and economic self-
determination. Changes in New York’s constitution in 1821 largely met the
former demands, but Van Buren’s Regency retained enough control over
the distribution of economic privilege, through special incorporation acts
for all types of businesses, to fester discontent.
An unlikely event, however, sparked the formation of a rival political
party, one committed to economic equality and one with an ability equal
to the Regency’s to get its message out to the electorate through the parti-
san press. Thurlow Weed’s Albany Evening Journalwas an eﬀective counter
to the Regency’s Albany Argus. Indeed, rarely a fortnight passed between
1830 and 1837 when there was not an editorial about banking or bank
chartering in Weed’s Journal.There were an equally small number of weeks
in which the Argusdared to discuss the subject.19Apparently, the Regency’s
oﬃcial strategy was to ignore Anti-Masonic attacks on its bank chartering
policy. That, in the end, may have been one of the Regency’s larger mis-
takes. It let the opposition deﬁne the debate and rarely responded with a
defense of its policy. The Regency’s silence must have appeared to many
contemporaries as conceding the point—that corruption was rampant,
that the Democrats were the party of “spoils,” and that they had no inten-
tion to reform the system. Such sentiments, combined with a common be-
lief that increased access to banks accelerated the rate of capital accumu-
lation and economic growth, spurred a reform impulse to which the
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19. This observation is based on a reading of nearly every issue of each newspaper pub-
lished between 1830 and 1837.Democrats failed to respond. Free banking—and, later, general incorpo-
ration—was but one consequence of the leveling impulse in New York.
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